English
Some examples of our objectives for this topic are:
The Majestic Plastic Bag (Media Text)
Pet Dragon by M.P. Robertson






To write a story with an unusual viewpoint
To write an information text about a sea monster
To increase and use a rich and varied vocabulary
To develop use apostrophes for possession
To expand noun phrases through the use of modifying
adjectives and prepositional phrases

Please see the school website for further information on our
English Curriculum

Computing
Comics

To programme commands into a sequence to achieve a
specific outcome

To describe the algorithm for a simple task

To use repeat commands

To understand how to protect own personal information

To use safety features on websites and report concerns
to an adult

RE
God




To explain a variety of ideas about the concept of God
To explain how Christians and Muslims interpret ideas about
God/Allah
To know and understand the ways in which God is
represented

PE
Gymnastics and Tag Rugby

To explore counter balances

To create a sequence using new balances taught

To evaluate a sequence and make improvements

To develop simple attacking tactics through Tag
Rugby

To develop skills associated with Tag Rugby

Music
Mamma Mia

To begin to recognise styles, musical instruments,
find the pulse, and other dimensions of music

Explore and create own response to music
including different melodies and rhythms



PSHE

Trip to Chichester Harbour

Science
Feeding Relationships (Start of long study)

To compare seasonal changes

To use scientific enquiry skills to explore change
Rocks

To compare and group together different kinds of rocks

To describe in simple terms how fossils are formed

To recognise that soils are made from rocks and matter

Geography
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Art
Painting and Drawing

To explore form and texture using sketching techniques

To use a array of techniques with water colours including
shade

To use mixed media to create texture and tone

French
Feeling Good

To appreciate home and school values

To express positive things about themselves and others

To clarify what is important to them

Enrichment Opportunities

Directions, greetings, classroom instructions

To speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and
basic language structures

To listen attentively to spoken language and show
understanding

To broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to
understand new words

Coasts

To compare Chichester and Aldershot as differing
localities

To develop map skills to be able to identify specific
features

To understand the process of erosion

Maths
Some examples of our objectives for this topic are:

To use and understand 4 digit numbers and explain
the value of each digit

Round numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000

To develop further mental strategies for addition
and subtraction

To be able to apply mental strategies to solve
problems

To reason and explain different mathematical
concepts

To practise and learn times tables to improve mental
recall
Please see the school website for further information on our
Maths Curriculum

